
SUMMER ASSIGNMENT: 2022-23 
CLASS – V 

 ENGLISH 

Q. 1. “Holiday is the best time for self-practice and self-improvement.” Write 20 sentences about how you 

spend the holiday.  

Q.2. Capture a moment on camera and write about it in 10 lines. You can take photographs and record an 

audio/video while doing your activity. Share the same audio/video in class 5 WhatsApp group. 

 HINDI 

Write a Hindi poem of your own on a chart paper (A– 4 Size ) 

Write a paragraph on any great leader in Hindi and also paste the picture on a chart paper (A– 4 size) 

Write 5 pages of Hindi Hand Writing on a Hand Writing Book of Class – 5 standard. 

Write down in copy the Hindi Varnamala of Swarvarana and byanjanvarna 20 times. 

Write down names 20 fruits/vegetables on a chart paper in Hindi and in English 

 MATHEMATICS  

Q,1. Prepare a chart on table no. 2 to 20 and label it to paste on your class room on chart paper. 

Q.2. Prepare a chart with good design/label on chart paper and write both Roman numeral and  

         Hindu-Arabic number from 1 to 500 . 

Q.3. Make a chart with label and design on chart paper showing the counting system of both  

         Indian and International system. 

 ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION 

1. Write all the Q/Ans from chapter 1 to chapter 6. 

2. You do the “Project”: Plant your seeds. (see page no. 44) 

3. Bring one flower plant. 

All the assignment work has to be done in a long classmate copy. 

 ASSAMESE 

1. Write down at least 5 lines about any festival in any language (Hindi/English/Assamese) and paste the 

picture of it on a chart paper. 

2. Bring a story Book of any language and write down your name and class. 

3. Write down the names of the month and the week days in Assamese on a chart paper. 

 ART AND CRAFT 

1. Write the cursive handwriting in block letter and small letter in your 4 line copy, 30 times. 

2. Draw our national flag (1/4th of a chart paper, using any color) and attach it with a bamboo stick. 

3. Draw and color any fruits and vegetables with basket.  

4. Make a composition of Independence Day (1/4th of a chart paper, any color) 

 IT 

Q.1) Explain the generations of a computer.                                       

Q.2) Write the different types of computer?                                                 

Q.3) What do you mean by Software? Name its types and explain. 

Q.4) What are the features of windows 7. 

(Write in A4 Size Paper) 

 


